Team Swamp Fox left with a couple of other teams early for Kabul International Airport for what we thought was going to be an early flight to Kandahar.

From left to right: Cherokee and Doc prepare for an early flight to Kandahar in Tent 1 our Camp Phoenix temporary housing.
From Left to Right, Joker, Doc, Gambler and MacGyver with the rest of Swamp Fox are up early prepping for movement from Camp Phoenix to KIA.

When we arrived at KIA, the plane we anticipated flying was delayed. So…
I’m just waitin on a plane… Many caught up on lost sleep and read.
DOC and MacGyver went shopping and enjoyed the hospitality of the Shopkeeper who offered us hot tea and snacks.
From Left to Right – Ink and Spider Monkey waiting for their flight at the Kabul International Airport
MAJ Stillwell and CPT Smith wait in the airport terminal parking area for their flight to Kandahar.
From Left to Right: Ink Spider Monkey and Doc wait at the Arrivals door watching the flight line activity for a C-130 to pick them up and take them to Kandahar.